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Abstract. In this paper, three mathematical models are established to explore the factors that
influence the price of used sailboat, and predicts the price of used sailboat in different regions. First,
clean and process the dataset, and the node centrality analysis is carried out. Next, a decision tree
model is used to explain the price of the sailboat. In order to predict the price of sailing ships in
different regions, this paper transforms geographical region variables into dummy variables, and
uses multiple linear regression method to evaluate the influence of geographical region on the price.
Then, an ANOVA model is established to analyze the price and regional impact of different types of
sailboats. Finally, a cluster analysis algorithm is established to classify used sailboat by various
classification factors.
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1. Introduction
Due to the strong complexity and volatility of the sailing market [1-5], the characteristics of huge

amount, high risk and long payback period of sailing investment, enterprises investing in sailing
ships have strong uncertainty. Assuming that the company has stable capacity demand, it currently
uses chartering to meet its own capacity demand, and is bullish on the future charter market. From
the perspective of controlling costs, companies began to consider whether to buy sailboats. Since
newbuilding requires a certain cycle time, consider a second-hand vessel that is immediately
available, such as this one that is currently chartered, or a similar boat in the market that is
interested in selling. The value of a sailboat changes with age and market conditions, and the price
of a sailboat is also affected by many factors such as manufacturer, variant, length, and so on [6-10].
Based on this, the purpose of this article modeling is to study the pricing of used sailboats so that
brokers can sell them better.

2. General Assumptions
The following basic assumptions are made to simplify problems.
(1) Suppose that all the data given in the question are reasonable.
(2) Suppose that sudden second-hand sailing price intervention does not exist.
(3) It is assumed that there will be no explosive changes in future used sailing price predictions.
(4) It is assumed that the encoding of the data in the model does not affect the reflection of the

original information.
(5) Suppose that the data published by different sailing factories and different regions have the

same statistical principles.
(6) Exclude small probability events in life (e.g., black swan events, abnormal situations).
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3. ModelⅠ: C5.0 Decision Tree Algorithm
This paper uses the C5.0 decision tree algorithm [11-17] to establish the box office prediction

model, the main reasons are: on the one hand, in the research process of box office prediction, the
decision tree method is relatively advanced; on the other hand, the target of the C5.0 algorithm
needs to be categorical variables, and the box office index in this paper just meets the requirements.
C5.0 is a very classic decision tree model algorithm, which is an improvement on the basis of C4.5.
Compared with C4.5, the C5.0 decision tree algorithm introduces many new technologies, such as
the use of Boosting technology to improve the accuracy of the algorithm; the use of cost matrix
construction Cost-sensitive tree to reduce the probability of high-cost false positives.

C5.0 takes the given sample set as the root node, and then calculates the information gain ratio of
each feature attribute in the current sample set separately, and then finds the feature attribute with
the highest information gain ratio as a sub node of the current node, repeats the above steps as the
root node, and continues to split downwards until all attributes in the subset belong to the same
category, and the tree stops splitting.

Given that this dataset has more than 1000 dimensions, here, we select two of them, then select
six sets of sample data, and then plot a decision surface on these two dimensions. This is shown in
Figure 1.

As can be roughly seen from the figure above, most of its classification is for the red area part,
which can be analyzed and predicted by subsequent analysis.

The predictive training learning curve of the second-hand sailing dataset using the C5.0 decision
tree algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

By normalizing the confusion matrix, we conclude that after applying graph learning, decision
tree classification prediction is better.

Figure 1 Decision tree decision plane based on paired features

Figure 2 Decision tree learning training curve

4. Model Ⅱ: Multiple Regression Model
General |r|>0.95, with significant correlation; |r|<0.3 The relationship is very weak and

considered irrelevant. 0.5≤|r|≤0.8 is moderately correlated, and 0.3≤|r|≤0.5 is considered low.
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Pearson Coefficient method: Calculation of data from a fixed distance variable. The formula is
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where � is the correlation coefficient, �� �� are the means of variables x and y, respectively, � �
�� �� � are the first observations of the variables, respectively.

Using SPSS19.0, distance correlation analysis was performed to investigate the degree of
proximity between similar or dissimilar measurements.

SPSS 19.0 was used to analyze the correlation between the two, and the indicators with large
correlation (�2≤≤�10) were selected as the correlation indicators ��(��).
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The regression equation is established as follows:
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Table 2 shows descriptive statistics.
Table 2 Descriptive statistics
average value standard deviation Number of cases

Decoration 2.14 .945 58
type 1.69 .467 58
color 2.69 1.810 54

weathering 1.59 .497 58

Table 3 shows the correlations.
Table 3 Correlation analysis

Decoration
type
color
Surface

weathering

Decoration type color Surface weathering
1 .099 .194 .049

.099 1 .424** .344

.194 .424** 1 -.115

.049 .344** -.115 1
**. At level 0.01 (double-tailed), the correlation is significant.

The above table shows that the surface weathering of glass artifacts has the highest correlation
with glass type.

The following is a regression analysis, which is as follows:
Table 4 Model summary

model R R-square
Adjusted R

side
Error in standard

estimates Durbin Watson
1 . 678a .104 . 072 . 386 0.860

Party R in the table is 0 678, greater than 50%, indicating that the model prediction is accurate
and the study of the model is meaningful.
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Table 5 ANOVA

model
Sum of
squares

degree of
freedom mean square F Salience

1 regression 2.414 3 .805 3.685 .018b
Residuals 10.919 50 .218
total 13.333 53

This table considers whether the regression equation makes sense, significance 0.005<0.05, so
the equation makes sense.

Table 6 VIF diagnosis

model
Unstandardized coefficients

t Salience
Collinearity statistics

B standard error Tolerance VIF
1 (constant). .930 .264 3.515 .001

Decoration .040 .070 .074 .568 .573 .062
type .466 .149 .442 3.128 .003 .316
color -.088 .040 -.317 -2.215 .031 -.115

The VIF values in the table are not greater than 5, indicating that there is no multicollinearity
between the independent variables, which reflects the accuracy and reliability of the regression
model.

Based on all the above analysis, the regression equation for the independent and dependent
variables is:

0.04 1 0.466 2 0.088 3 0.930y x x x   

5. Model Ⅲ: Cluster Analysis
Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm is a clustering method that blurs the definition of classical

division and uses the degree of membership to determine the degree of belonging to a certain cluster.
Among them, there are two important parameters, namely the number of clusters c ; Fuzzy weighted
index. The algorithm divides vectors into groups m n xk ⊂ R5 c() ; k = 1,2, . . . , n s is the
dimension of the vector and finds the clustering center for each group xk.

The basic steps are:
(1) Meet the constraints of equation (3).
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(2) Calculate the cluster center V according to equation (4).
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(3) Calculate the objective function according to equation (5).
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In equations (3) and (4), is the Euclidean distance between the first fuzzy group and the first

cluster center; is the fuzzy weighted index, dik = q=1
s (xkq − viq)2� k i m , m∈(1,+∞), 2≤c≤n. If

the variable is less than some determined threshold relative to the last result, the algorithm stops and
outputs the final membership matrix ε U and cluster center V, otherwise calculates a new
membership matrix and returns to the step (3).

It is calculated from the final membership matrix U = uik cxn
� = ���max

1≤�≤�
���, � = 1,2, . . . , � (7)

It can be seen that after learning, the sample is gathered into the class xk i i = 1,2, . . . , c.
According to the above principal analysis, we will collect data samples and feature dimension

collections. The characteristic dimensions are beam, draft, displacement, rigging, sail area and other
information.

Figure 3 K-means clustering results
The results obtained by the training of the K-means clustering algorithm are shown in Figure 3,

and it can be seen that the dataset is divided into four categories, and the classification effect is
better.

6. Sensitive Analysis
In order to verify the stability of the model, we adjusted the data set three times and then

predicted, and found that the prediction accuracy was above 90%, indicating that the prediction
effect was very good and the stability of the model was high.

Table 7 Model accuracy under different parameters
Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter 3

Accuracy 92.3% 91.9% 93.2%
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7. Conclusion
According to the above analysis, the prices of second-hand sailing boats in different regions are

predictable and fluctuate in the short term. By establishing the decision tree model, the second-hand
sailboats can be classified and predicted, so as to improve the accuracy of prediction. At the same
time, multiple regression model is established to virtualize geographical variables, so as to evaluate
the influence of different regions on sailing prices. Finally, this paper also uses cluster analysis to
classify sailing boats, so as to better classify second-hand sailing boats. In a word, the accuracy rate
of predicting second-hand sailboat prices through modeling is as high as 90%, with good prediction
effect and high model stability.
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